Criteria of Article Submission for Presentation in the 9\textsuperscript{th} Institute of Physical Education International Conference

**Theme: Creative Innovations in Sports for Sustainable Development**

**Date: 19-21 May 2019 at The Emerald Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand**

**Principle and Rationale**

International conference is a significant opportunity for faculty, researchers, students, and interested people to exchange body of knowledge, perspectives, ideas, and various experiences in research especially in fields of physical education, sports science, health, tourism and recreation indicating to the quality of researchers and their researches which can be utilized for developing new innovation and resolving any other problems both in domestic and international level.

Institute of physical education has realized that international conference could bring a lot of useful benefits to the faculty, researchers, students, interested people, and especially to the institute itself because researches and academic works in fields of physical education, sports science, health, tourism and recreation.

Therefore, institute of physical education has agreed and approved that it would be great to organize the 9\textsuperscript{th} Institute of Physical Education International Conference 2019 which has the theme of “Creative Innovations in Sports for Sustainable Development” and it has been divided into 3 sub-themes as follows:

1. Creative Innovations of Sports Science and Health Science for Sustainable Development
2. Creative Innovations of Sports Management and Tourism and Recreation for Sustainable Development
3. Creative Innovations of Physical Education and Sports for Sustainable Development

**Objectives**

2.1 To propagate and integrate body of knowledge, researches, academic works in physical education, sports science, health, tourism and recreation between the faculty, researchers, students, and interested people both in domestic and international level.

2.2 To exchange knowledge and networking for research cooperation in physical education, sports science, health, tourism and recreation both in domestic and international level.
2.3 To be a stage of discussion, sharing research experiences in physical education, sports science, health, tourism and recreation between the faculty, researchers, students, and interested people both in domestic and international level.

2.4 To create innovation and new trends of ideas for developing and creation of researches in physical education, sports science, health, tourism and recreation

Format of Article Writing and Typing Setting

1. The article should be written in English and has never been publicized anywhere before. The language should be written grammatically by using Microsoft Word Program.

2. Font format should be written in Time New Roman

3. Specification of font size
   3.1 14 point font size with bold should be written for article title
   3.2 12 point font size with bold should be written for sub-topic
   3.3 12 point font size normal should be written for content

4. Page Setting
   4.1 Top margin 1.25 inch
   4.2 Bottom margin 0.8 inch
   4.3 Left margin 1.0 inch
   4.4 Right margin 0.8 inch

5. Components of Article
   5.1 Cover page (should not be exceeded 1 page of A4) consists of;
      5.1.1 Article title should be in the middle of a page. It should be concise and comprehensive. The length of the title should not be more than 2 lines.
      5.1.2 Author’s name must be aligned on the right side under the article title and there is no need to put name title on it. The first letter should be written with uppercase letter followed by lowercase letter such as Nichanan Donchharoen etc. In case of the article with more than one author and different organization it should be marked by power of 10 point font size at the end of surnames and the asterisk should be put after surnames of those who will present their articles.
      5.1.3 Organization’s name or author’s university should be specified on the right side in the next line. Powers should be marked in front of organization as the order of authors in case of the article with more than one author and different organization. (In case the authors come from the same institute there is no need to write power on it)
      5.1.4 Abstract should be short, pertinent, and comprehensive.
5.1.5 Keyword should be specified only 3-5 words
5.1.6 Corresponding author should be specified just only one person identifying name, surname, faculty, university, country, and email under the keyword.

5.2 Article Content includes:
5.2.1 Preface
5.2.2 Research Objectives
5.2.3 Hypothesis
5.2.4 Research Methodology
5.2.5 Research Results
5.2.6 Conclusion and Discussion
5.2.7 Suggestion

5.3 Figures Insertion
Figure caption “Figure (no.)” should be placed under the figure and centered with name and source of the figure. Figure extension should be jpg and resolution should not be less than 300 X 300 dpi.

5.4 Tables Insertion
Table heading “Table (no.)” should be placed above the table and on the left aligned of the table followed by an explanation of important context in the table.

5.5 Chart Insertion
Chart caption “Chart (no.)” should be placed with an explanation of important context in the chart.

5.6 References
Reference writing should be done in the APA format which has bibliography as heading. Example of the APA format is as follows:

5.6.1 Journal and magazine reference format (Example)

5.6.2 Proceedings reference (Example)
5.6.3 Book reference format (Example)

5.6.4 Thesis reference format (Example)

5.6.5 Electronic media reference format (Example)

5.6.6 Examples of reference in the content

(1) Example of reference in the content: use of words related to the content such as Suebsai Bunveerabud and Ladda Ruangmanotham (2015) said that to get more Olympic medals which can be said that there is more sport thwart relating to study result of Houlihan and Green (Houlihan & Green, 2008) but it is contrast to findings of De Bosscher et al. (De Bosscher et al., 2009).

(2) Example of reference in the content: no use of words related in the content such as the following factors affecting to sports policy specification and forcing athletes to full-time practice (Stamm & Lemprecht, 2001) is different from policy specification of countries in Latin America region (Ladda Ruangmanotham, 2016).

(3) Example of reference in the content: information from website such as (UK Sports, 2010: Online).

(4) Example of reference in the content such as the following factors affecting to sports policy specification and forcing athletes to full-time practice (Stamm & Lemprecht, 2001: 38) especially in Thailand is a study of marketing strategy (Jirapa Puengbanggruay, 2016: 42).

(5) Example of reference in the content: information from website such as (Thaihdc, 2010: Online) (Jira Hongladarom, 2012: Online).

(6) Example of reference in the content: more than 3 authors (Voigt et al., 2011).
Article Presentation and Submission

1. Oral presentation: Presenters have 20 minutes each to present their articles. First 15 minutes for article presentation and the last 5 minutes for questions raised by audience.

2. Poster presentation: Presenters are required to submit their completed works to the institute of physical education after their works have been revised by qualified committee. In addition, Posters should be completed as designated format and installed in poster board within the deadline. Moreover, presenters must come and present their poster in English by themselves.

3. Presenter must submit full article, 6-10 pages (including table, figure, chart, reference) after receiving abstract acceptance.

4. Registration for participation and article Submission for presentation are required to implement via www.ipeconference.com

Article Submission Date:

- Last date of abstract submission 30 January 2019
- Notification of result of abstract acceptance 10 February 2019
- Last date of completed article submission 28 February 2019
- Sending result of article evaluation for revision 20 March 2019
- Submission of revised article 10 April 2019

Registration Fees:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Participation</th>
<th>Types of Participant</th>
<th>Duration of Registration 10 February – 10 April 2019</th>
<th>On-site Registration 19-21 May 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attending</td>
<td>Domestic Attendee</td>
<td>2,500 Baht</td>
<td>3,000 Baht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign Attendee</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article Presentation</td>
<td>Domestic Attendee</td>
<td>2,500 Baht</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign Attendee</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remark: Those who complete their registration will be provided with the following items:

(1) Lunch for 3 days
(2) Snacks and Refreshment for 3 days
(3) Document Bag
(4) ID VPC Card with Lanyard
(5) Abstract Book
(6) Handbook
(7) Certificate
(8) Proceeding Electronic Files
How to Pay for Registration Fees:

1) Pay for registration fees by your own at Finance and Accounting Subdivision, Institute of Physical Education, Nong Mai Daeng Subdistrict, Mueang District, Chon Buri Province.

2) Participants are required to complete their transaction to the following account:

Krung Thai Bank Public Company Limited., Tesco Lotus Amata Nakorn Branch
Swift Code : KRTHTHBK
Account Name : Academic Journal Institute of Physical Education
Account No. : 986-7-00296-2

After you complete your transaction via Krung Thai Bank Account please send your payment evidence for registration with identification of your name and surname to email ipeic2019@hotmail.com

Remarks: Please do not pay for registration fees before your article has been accepted from Institute of Physical Education

For More Information:

Please contact Asst. Prof. Mana Poolum and Miss Nichanan Dongcharoen, Institute of Physical Education, Ministry of Tourism and Sports, 333 Sukhumvit Road, Mueang, Chon Buri, 20000, Thailand.
Tel: +66 3805-4218
Email: ipeic2019@hotmail.com
Website: www.ipeconference.com